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This manuscript from Li et al. aims at quantifying the contribution of river water to the
transpiration flux of trees growing in the riparian area. This is an important topic, of
interest for the community. Globally, the paper quality suffers from a clear lack of
structure, elusive objectives and a poor discussion. Figures are of relatively good quality.
Clearly the authors are not native speakers, but the paper remains easily readable from a
language perspective, except for the discussion. The effort put in the language is
appreciated but the structure and the reasoning need to be substantially improved.

Introduction lack of reasoning on the scientific gap. In some parts, it really reads like a
discussion where the authors compare contrasting results from the literature without
highlighting the questions it raises. Some concepts are not even introduced (e.g. the use
of radon as an indicator or the need of an iteration method). The introduction requires a
straight flow of ideas leading to a scientific gap that this paper aims to fill. The lack of
structure is also visible as some parts of the introduction are displayed in the M&M.

The results section is somehow hard to read. Most sub-sections are similar to the previous
ones and the reader gets easily lost between the contribution to riparian deep soil water,
the contribution to superficial water, the contribution to 30-80 cm water, the contribution
to 80-170cm water, and this for three sites and two years.

In my opinion, the main weakness of this manuscript is the absence of meteorological
data and transpiration measurements/ photosynthetic rates. For exmple, there is no data
on evaporative demand. Also, the reader has no idea of the difference in radiation and
transpiration rate between the two years of sampling. For example, there is no data on
tree transpiration or potential evapotranspiration. Therefore, even if the proportion of river
water seems to be lower in 2019 than in 2021, the total amount of water taken up from
the river might actually be higher in 2019 than in 2021 if the transpiration rate was twice
higher.



In this manuscript the authors showed that the higher the proportion of river water to
transpiration flux is, the higher the WTB is. In my opinion, this simply indicates that there
is more "free" water for both tree uptake and groundwater refiling. More importantly, the
authors have no idea on the transpiration flux, they only rely on proportional sources of
the total water found in the tree. Therefore, the entire discussion is misleading. The
argument is also valid for the WUE. As the authors compare two different years, without
any data on the radiation amounts received by the trees, they simply can’t infer the role
of WTD or RWC on the WUE. It is simply not possible to evaluate the drivers of the WUE of
trees growing in different environments without “quantifying” these environments. For
example, if trees recieved twice less radiation amounts in 2021 than in 2019, the
photosynthetic rate have likely been highly reduced, which as a direct impact on WUE,
independently from WTD or WRC. This criticism is developed in the specific comments
below.

Specific comments:

Abstract:

Line 16: write active. We propose instead of “were proposed”

Line 19: contributed by

Line 20: why using “but” instead of “and”. Is the increase in river water acquisition in
contradiction with the decrease in leaf δ13C ? If yes, you need to explain why.

There is no explanation of the decrease in leaf δ13C the abstract?

Line 24. How the rising water table would “stimulate” trees to maximize transpiration? I
think this is simply the results of a higher water availability leading to a less negative
water potential in the root-zone and subsequent lower stomata regulation. There is no
clue for any “stimulation” of the plant?

Moreover, the reasoning is a bit ambiguous as you say that a rising water table increases
the transpiration and the water extraction from the river (but not from the
groundwater?).  This is puzzling to me.

Line 27: why using capital letters for Groundwater-Soil-Atmosphere Continuum?



Introduction:

Line 30: I’m not aware of a consequence of groundwater overexploitation on the alteration
of precipitation regime. Maybe consider re-writing.

Line 35: contributed “by”

Line 38: delete “deeply”

Line 39: their responses to the variation in the water table (response of what,
transpiration? Variation in what, level?) Please be specific.

Also, I don’t understand how a “deep understanding” could help “balancing the river flow
and the revegetated riparian species”? It could help implementing management strategies
maybe? But the understanding will not balance anything.

Is “revegetated species” an already used term? I’m not native speaker but I don’t think a
species can be revegetated. A riparian area could be, but not a species, right?

Line 41 to 43: contribution to what? Transpiration flux I guess, but please write it. Please
also insert the references within the sentence after each corresponding argument.

Line 45: “a separate water source”. Separate from what, other sources? If yes, maybe list
them.

Line 53: There was a debate or there is?

Line 63: inaccurate estimation of what? Please consider re-writing the entire sentence

Line 65: You can’t just state that “how to separate and quantify the contribution of … is a
great challenge” without reasoning it. Why is it a great challenge? If you don’t explain it,
the reader gets confused and can only believe you. You need first to introduce the reasons
making this a challenge.



Line 70 to 80 reads like a discussion more than an introduction.

Line 83: the first objective is the propose an iteration method. This comes from nowhere
as no part of the introduction introduce the issue related to iteration methods? Also, what
is an iteration method together with water stable isotopes?

M&M

Line 94: has been seriously degraded instead of degraded seriously.

Line 95: What is ecological water? How is that “ecological water” supplied? This part of
context is worth being developed a bit more. Is it via a systematic water release by dams?

Line 103: via a pressure stage gauge

Line 108: Fluctuated between

Line 109: The mean WTD in the three plots was significantly (p<0.5) deeper in 2019
(value) than in 2021 (value).

Line 105 to 110: Should this section displayed in the Results instead of M&M?

Line 118: There is not mention of the 222Rn in the introduction. Therefore, the reader has
no idea what 222Rn is and why you determine the its concentration?

Line 120: Is it Three trees in each of the three plots or one three per plot? Please re-write
to avaoid confusion.

Line 133: Did you measure the efficiency of the extraction and how? By weighting your
fresh and dry samples? Please explain it.

Line 141: Is there something missing in this sentence. What is exactly CAir?



Line 153 to 156: This is introduction, not M&M.

Line 160: Based on what did you decided to not consider river water as a direct source for
tree water uptake? You have to justify this choice one way or another. Or at least explain
it.

Line 173: What is the correction proposed by Li et al. (2021). Please explain briefly how
this works.

Line 183: Try to avoid saying “As shown in figS2a”. Just write your sentence and refer to
the figure at the end.

Line 194: Please add a reference for Eq. 2 and for the coefficient values.

Line 195: this is the first time you indicate that 222Rn is Radon. Should come earlier in my
opinion.

Results

Line 262: was the lowest

Line 276: that is recharged

Line 282: were significantly higher

Line 285-286-287: Please consider re-writing

Line 293: reference the corresponding figure

Line 294: -27.7 is not remarkably larger than -29.7



Line 295: a significant increase

Line 297: before when (chose one)

Line 303: This statement is dropped without any explanation. I suggest to move it to the
discussion and to actually discuss it.

Discussion

Line 311: what are the interactions? Do you mean exchange of water?

Line 311: “These contradictions”. What contradictions?

Line 312: might be due to that the. Please re-write

Line 314: previous studies “showing”. There is a word missing here

Line 314: You mention previous studies, but cite only one.

Line 319: The rising water table stimulated exchanges. Stimulated isn’t an appropriate
word here. Maybe triggered?

In don’t understand this part of the discussion. It sounds obvious to me that if the water
table reach 1.7 m below the surface it will exchange water with the soil layer standing at
that same depth and in a larger proportion compared to a situation where the
groundwater level is 1m deeper.

Line 326: Again, you mentioned previous studies and cite only one.

Line 329: a smaller proportion than what?



Line 331: “is simila”r and “Nearby perennial streams”

Line 334: what is “that” in the sentence?

Line 340: The authors actually did not measure the isotopic signature of the bound water
in fine pore and neither the exchange between this water and the river water, so yon can’t
state that it rarely exchanges. What you can do is to speculate and use this argument as
an explanation.

Line 348: significantly more river water. Actually no, you don’t know. A higher proportion
maybe, but I would bet that it is the opposite for the amounts.

Line 356: The was a balance and coordination…. because obvious differences were found.
What you did not find these differences? This entire sentence isn’t clear and I don’t see
the point of it.

Line 359: If you say the tree grew more reliance on… you need to compare it with
something. Otherwise you should not use “more”. More than what? More than who,
another species?

Line 360 to 370: I don’t understand how the authors can actually infer a profligate water-
use strategy whereas they have no ideas on the water fluxes. They have no transpiration
measurements, no evaporative demand measurements. What about the radiation
amount? This is a key variable driving water-use efficiency. If the radiation over 2021
growing season was twice less than the radiation in 2019, it is easily imaginable that the
photosynthetic rate was substantially impacted and subsequently the WUE.

Line 378: In my opinion the argument developed here is misleading. The water table is
low, likely because of the high evapotranspiration, which indicates a high transpiration
rate, and very likely an even higher photosynthetic rate, leading to a high WUE. Under the
same radiation conditions but with a much higher WTD, the WUE would be as high and
probably even higher, and not the opposite as suggested by the authors.

Line 411: That is wrong, the authors did not measure the transpiration so they don’t know
if a WTD of 4m minimize the plant transpiration.



Fig 1.

I like the figure, it describes the sampling site very well. Please indicate what dotted line
represents in right panel (I guess water table level). Also indicate if it represents a
measured level or just a schematic representation.

Fig3.

The figure indicates an average river water level of 29m. What does it mean exactly?
What is the reference, the zero level?  Could it be the distance from the river bed? Is it
such a deep river?

I think most large European rivers displayed a depth of 2 to 5 m. I’ve never been to this
place but 29m deep sounds more like a lake than a river. BTW, how a 29m deep river can
lose flow?

 Fig.4

The Flowchart and its symbols must be explained in the legend.

Table2: units of residence time
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